Introduction {#S1}
============

Numerical and mathematical competencies are central predictors of an individual's success in life. Developing adequate numerical and mathematical skills is a prerequisite to accomplishing numerous tasks in daily life, such as setting and keeping to a budget ([@B71]), as well as pursuing careers in the STEM fields: science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM; [@B15]; [@B36]). Impairments in mathematical skills might be triggered by several factors and, amongst these, mathematical anxiety (MA) has been suggested to play a key role. MA has been defined as feelings of apprehension and increased physiological reactivity when individuals have to manipulate numbers, solve mathematical problems, or when they are exposed to an evaluative situation connected to math ([@B46]; [@B9]). Similar to other performance-based anxieties, MA involves psychological arousal, negative cognitions, escape and/or avoidance behaviors and, when the individual cannot avoid the situation, performance deficits. MA is also related to reduced cognitive reflection ([@B66]; [@B81]), and poorer decision making performance (e.g., [@B83]). In other words, MA is described as a multidimensional construct that is related to, but distinct from, other forms of anxiety, such as trait, social, or test anxiety ([@B13]; [@B90]). MA has been shown to hinder math performance. It has been reported that individuals with higher levels of MA obtain lower scores in math achievement tests, take fewer math courses, and tend to avoid career paths involving mathematics ([@B56]; [@B12]; [@B13]).

Two theoretical frameworks have traditionally been proposed to account for the link between MA and math achievements ([@B20]). The deficit theory posits that poor mathematical performance leads to future high levels of MA. In line with that, it has been suggested that MA could result from low numerical (and/or spatial) skills which compromise the development of high proficiency in mathematical problem solving ([@B63]; [@B62]). On the other hand, the cognitive interference theory posits that it is MA that affects subsequent mathematical performance. During the phases of information processing and recall, MA would create cognitive interference which affects mathematical performance. According to this theory, anxiety would generate intrusive thoughts to reduce working memory (WM) capacity, with these thoughts acting as a secondary task draining resources that, otherwise, would have been allocated to solving the mathematical task ([@B11]). An alternative theory posits that MA and mathematical performance show a bidirectional relationship ([@B12]); past failures and negative experiences in mathematical performance would lead to MA which, subsequently, would lead to poorer mathematical performance and vice versa ([@B58]).

Whatever the nature of the link between MA and low achievement in math learning, several studies have highlighted various factors that might account for the negative relationship between these factors. A possible explanation of the gap in math performance between students with high and low levels of MA derives from behavioral and psychophysiological studies, which provide converging evidence for individual (cognitive, affective/physiological, motivational) and environmental (social/contextual) factors ([@B22]). Recent reports, focused on genetic and neurophysiological factors, suggested that MA arises from a basic level deficiency in symbolic numerical processing. In particular, genetic studies of MA in twins evidenced that genetic factors accounted for about 40% of the variation in MA, and that 12% of the total variance in MA was associated with genetic influences related to math problem-solving ([@B91]; [@B61]). Finally, children with high mathematical anxiety (HMA), compared with low mathematical anxiety (LMA) peers, show reduced responses in posterior parietal cortex, including the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex regions, known to play a critical role not only in numerical and mathematical cognition, but also in non-symbolic number evaluation ([@B29]; [@B31]; [@B74]; [@B94]; [@B21]).

Whilst symbolic numerical representation and arithmetic are recent cultural inventions specifically adopted by humans, humans share with many non-human animal species an intuitive "approximate number system" (ANS), which is the core ability to automatically and efficiently process numerical magnitude information ([@B27]). The sensory precision of this system is refined during development and varies considerably between individuals ([@B41]; [@B40]; [@B69]). It is suggested that numerosity represents a primary visual attribute ([@B6]) and, in line with this idea, recent studies showed that numerosity is spontaneously perceived, even by 5-year old children ([@B23]). Interestingly, several studies reported strong correlations between the precision in numerosity judgments and current, future or past formal mathematical skills in children ([@B41]; [@B26]; [@B7], [@B2]; [@B35]; [@B87]). Complementary studies carried out on subjects with mathematical disabilities (developmental dyscalculia) show that a deficit in mathematical processing generalizes to yield severe difficulties in estimating and comparing numerosity ([@B51]; [@B73]; [@B65]; [@B76]; [@B3]). In light of all these results, some authors suggested that an intact number sense might be a base prerequisite for the later mathematical acquisition or, in other words, that the number sense acted as an early non-symbolic start-up tool for the later development of language-based formal mathematical skills ([@B18]; [@B72]; [@B19]; [@B27]).

Given the intimate relationship between MA and mathematical achievements, and the complementary link between these and the ANS, it has also been suggested that there is a possible interplay between ANS and MA. However, evidence collected so far is controversial. In particular, two studies have found that individuals with HMA represent numerical magnitude less precisely than their LMA peers ([@B63]; [@B67]). However, as both studies tested with Arabic digits, they only supported a link between MA and symbolic representation of quantity, not numerosity. Recently [@B16] showed that the association between precision in perceived numerosity (ANS acuity) and subjects' performance in applied problem solving was present only in subjects with HMA levels, suggesting that an efficient ANS system might act as a potential protective factor for highly math anxious students. Another study reported a link between non-symbolic numerical processing and MA ([@B54]); these authors found that people with high levels of math anxiety show poorer precision in a non-symbolic numerical comparisons task, compared to those with low levels of math anxiety. They also showed that the correlation between math skills and numerosity precision was fully mediated by participants' level of MA. However, several studies measuring ANS acuity by means of non-symbolic tasks failed to find a significant correlation between ANS and MA in both adults ([@B30]; [@B24]) as well as children ([@B39]; [@B92]; [@B42]), leaving open the question of whether this interplay occurs.

The current study aims to assess the role of MA in math skills and numerosity perception. We devised two groups with extremely low or high levels of mathematical anxiety (drawn from a large sample of university students) and measured, in both groups, differences in ANS acuity and math abilities as well as correlations between these variables. We first investigated whether the numerosity thresholds were different in subjects with HMA compared to their LMA peers. Then we addressed the question whether any possible numerosity impairments in HMA participants ware selective for numerosity or whether it was related to a more general perceptual weakness in magnitude judgments. This goal was achieved by measuring discrimination thresholds on a non-numerical magnitude task, in which participants were engaged in an object-size discrimination task. The issue of specificity was also tested by measuring a non-magnitude parietal function, as many studies suggested a key role of parietal cortex in both numerosity perception and math processing. To this aim, we decided to administer a Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) task as it was shown to activate the parietal cortex, which has been found to correlate well with both numerosity and math abilities ([@B25]; [@B8]; [@B88]; [@B7]). In order to assess the specific role played by MA in mathematical performance, we measured individuals' anxiety on a more general dimension, such as performance anxiety ([@B14]; [@B54]). Finally, we tested for the potential mediation role of MA on the link between ANS and math abilities, using a mediation model in which ANS was associated with math achievement through math anxiety. Mediation implies a situation where the effect of the independent variable (*X*) on the dependent variable (*Y*) can be explained using a third mediator variable (*M*) which is caused by the independent variable and is itself a cause for the dependent variable. By modeling an intermediate variable, the overall effect between *X* and *Y* can be decomposed into component parts called the direct effect of X on Y and the indirect effect of X on Y through M (i.e., the mediated effect).

The importance of our study, which took into consideration several possible differences between subjects with high and low math anxiety, relies on the fact that such multidimensional analysis is the most suitable tool to investigate the effect of MA on both low-level quantity processing (ANS) as well as high-level mathematical proficiency. Such an approach is not only likely to allow a full understanding of the interplay between MA, math achievements and ANS, but will also improve understanding of the brain mechanisms underpinning these processes, as well as providing useful information about how to optimize mathematical learning procedures or customized early targeted interventions.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

Participants were 88 university students attending an introductory statistics course at the School of Psychology of the University of Florence. They were selected from a class of 179 students based on their level of math anxiety. The LMA group comprised 39 participants (69% female; age range 18--22 years, mean = 20.1, *SD* = 0.7) who scored below the 25th percentile (score range 10--19, mean = 16.3, *SD* = 2.6) on the Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale (AMAS; [@B48]). The HMA group comprised 49 participants (82% female; age range 18--37, mean = 20.4, *SD* = 2.9) who scored above the 75th percentile on the AMAS (score range 27--40, mean = 30.1, *SD* = 3.2). All students participated on a voluntary basis. The whole procedure was performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

Measures {#S2.SS2}
--------

The *Mathematics Prerequisites for Psychometrics* (MPP; [@B37]) is a test which was developed to measure the mathematical skills of students enrolled in statistics courses. The scale was developed using item response theory (IRT) because it offers a different value of test precision for each specific level of underlying latent variable being measured, and it does not assume that a single estimate of reliability, and corresponding standard error of measurement, is sufficient to describe precision of measurement over all levels of ability ([@B32]). The scale consists of 30 problems and has a multiple-choice format (one correct response out of four options). For example, "The value 0.05 is" (i) lower than 0; (ii) between − 1 and 0; (iii) higher than 0.1; and (iv) between 0 and 1, and "Knowing that xy = 3 which of the following is true?" (i) y = 3/x; (ii) y = 3x; (iii) c = 3x; and (iv) xy/3. The sum of correct responses gave us a single composite score for each participant. In the present sample, Cronbach's α was 0.73 (IC:0.70--0.78). We used this measure as an estimate of the students' math knowledge ([@B80]).

The *Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale* (AMAS; [@B48]; Italian version: [@B80]) measures MA experienced by students in learning and test situations. Participants were required to respond on the basis of how anxious they would feel during given events (for example, "Listening to another student explain a math formula" or "Starting a new chapter in a math book") by using a 5-point response scale (ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree). High scores on the scale indicate HMA. A single composite score was obtained, based on participants' ratings of each statement. In the present sample, Cronbach's α was 0.84 (IC:0.80--0.87).

The *Test Anxiety Inventory* (TAI; [@B85]) was developed to measure anxiety associated with task-performing situations in high school and college students. The test consists of 20 items, which investigate a range of anxiety symptoms occurring before, during or after exams. Responses are collected using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (almost never) to 4 (always). The TAI yields a total score calculated as the sum of all 20 items, with higher scores corresponding to high test anxiety. In the present sample, Cronbach's α was 0.94 (IC:0.93--0.96).

### Numerosity Discrimination Task {#S2.SS2.SSS1}

Stimuli consisted of two brief (250 ms) patches of dots, presented on either side of a central fixation point ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Dots were 0.25° in diameter, half white and half black (to balance luminance), presented at 80% contrast on a gray background of 40 cd/m^2^. They were constrained to fall within a virtual circle of 10° diameter, centered at 10° eccentricity. Standard numerosity (randomly left or right) was fixed at 24 dots while the probe adaptively changed, according to participant responses, with numerosity defined by an adaptive staircase QUEST algorithm ([@B93]). All participants performed one session of 80 trials. Participants were asked to indicate the side of the screen with more dots. We plotted the proportion of trials where the standard stimulus appeared more numerous than the probe against the probe numerosity (on log axis) and fitted with cumulative Gaussian error functions. We defined the point of subjective equality (PSE) as the physical numerosity of the probe yielding 50% of probe more numerous responses. Then we defined subjects' precision as just notable difference (JND), that is the numerosity offset defining the 50--75% range of probe more numerous. Finally, normalizing PSE by JND we obtained a single index Weber Fraction (WF), a typical dimensionless psychophysical index for discrimination thresholds.

![Illustration of tasks and stimuli. **(A)** *Numerosity Discrimination:* two patches of dots were briefly (250 ms) presented to both side of a central fixation point. Subjects were required to select which dots ensemble was more numerous. **(B)** *Size Discrimination:* Participants were asked to indicate which of two briefly (250 ms) presented annuli was perceived as being larger (method adapted from [@B77]). **(C)** *Multiple Object Tracking (MOT):* At the beginning of the session, some disks (2, 3, or 4) out of twelve were colored in green with the remaining being red. All dots moved randomly on the screen (7°/s) for a period of 2 s then the green disks turned red (like the distracters) and subjects had to track them for 4 s. At the end of the tracking period, all dots stopped and 4 of them turned orange with one of the orange dots being green at the beginning. This dot was the target subjects had to indicate in a 4-alternative forced paradigm (4ACF).](fpsyg-11-01095-g001){#F1}

### Size Discrimination Task {#S2.SS2.SSS2}

Stimuli were gratings sinusoidally modulated in luminance with a spatial frequency of 2 cycles per degree and a Michelson contrast of 90% which were vignetted in an annular contrast window ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In each trial, two annuli were simultaneously presented for 250 ms on the left and the right side of the central fixation point, at an eccentricity of 10°. Subjects were required to indicate which stimulus appeared to be larger. The diameter of the test stimulus (presented randomly on the left or right) was 5° or 8° (40 trials each, randomized trial-by-trial), while the probe varied in diameter by a percentage drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 with *SD* = 20%. To minimize alternative judging strategies (such as estimating border-to-center of the screen distance), we independently jittered the horizontal eccentricity of the test and the probe between 8.5° and 11.5°, and their distance from the horizontal meridian within ± 3°. After the stimuli presentation, a 100 ms full-screen random noise mask was displayed to cancel out possible afterimages. The proportion of "test largest" trials was plotted against the log-ratio of the test to probe and fitted with cumulative Gaussian error functions. Even for the size discrimination task, the dependent variable which we took into account was Weber Fraction (see above), indicating subjects' sensory precision in the size discrimination thresholds.

### Visual Sustained Attention Task {#S2.SS2.SSS3}

Visual sustained attention ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) was measured by a multiple object tracking task (MOT; [@B82]). At each trial, a total of twelve disks with a diameter of 0.9° moved randomly on the full screen at 7°/s for a period of 2 s. The green targets could be 2, or 3, or 4 (representing the three conditions) and the remaining stimuli (distractors) were red. After the 2 s, the green targets turned red (like the distractors), and continued to move randomly on the full screen for 4 s. The participants were required to continue to track them with their attention. After this period, the disks stop moving, and 4 of them turned orange. Participants had to identify (using the mouse cursor) which one of the four orange items was a green target at the beginning of the trial (4AFC). Each experimental session had 10 trials and participants performed 2 sessions, for a total of 20 trials. No feedback was provided. We measured the performance of the participants as the proportion of correct responses for each condition ([@B7]).

Procedure {#S2.SS3}
---------

Participants were tested individually. Before the testing sessions, students provided informed consent. Math skills (MPP), Math anxiety (AMAS), and Test anxiety (TAI) were all measured before psychophysical experiments. The scales were in a paper-and-pencil format. The psychophysical tasks were then performed in a quiet and dimly illuminated room. Participants sat in front of a BARCO 27" monitor subtending 39° by 29° from the subject's viewing distance of 57 cm. The monitor resolution was 1024 × 768 and the refresh rate equal to 120 Hz. Stimuli for the psychophysical experiments were all generated and presented with PsychToolbox ([@B17]) routines for MATLAB (ver. 2010a, The Mathworks, Inc.).

Statistical Analysis {#S2.SS4}
--------------------

Preliminarily, we tested differences within the group (LMA and HMA) on numerosity and size discrimination tasks as well as sustained attention with a mixed 3 (within factor: tasks) × 2 (between factor: groups) ANOVA. Correlations between variables were tested by Pearson's r. To further enhance the understanding of the mechanisms underlying the relationships among these variables, a mediation model was tested. Specifically, MA was modeled as the intermediate variable (M) between ANS and math proficiency. This procedure allowed us to conclude whether the independent variable influences the dependent variable directly (path c' in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and/or indirectly (path a or b in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) through the mediator. Obviously, the direct and indirect effects added to the yield of the total effect (path c in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) of the independent variable on the dependent variable. The mediation model was estimated to derive from the total, direct, and indirect effects of ANS on math achievement through MA. The indirect effect of ANS on math achievement was quantified as the product of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficient estimating MA from ANS (i.e., path a in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and the OLS regression coefficient estimating math achievement from MA when controlling for ANS (i.e., path b in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To test the mediation model, we used the INDIRECT macro for SPSS ([@B44]). The INDIRECT macro tested the hypothesized model using a bootstrapping procedure (with 5000 bootstrap samples) to estimate the 95% confidence interval for the indirect (mediated) effect (for more details, see [@B78]). Bootstrapping is a resampling strategy for estimation and hypothesis testing. With the bootstrapping method, the sample is conceptualized as a pseudo-population that represents the broader population from which the sample was derived, and the sampling distribution of any statistic can be generated by calculating the statistic of interest in multiple resamples from the dataset. The bootstrapping procedure has been suggested as representing the most trustworthy test for assessing the effects of mediation models, overcoming issues associated with inaccurate *p*-values which result from violations of parametric assumptions ([@B45]). Indeed, the bootstrapping procedure is advantageous because it does not impose the assumption of normality on the sampling distribution of indirect effects, and it retains high power while maintaining adequate control over Type I error rate ([@B59]; [@B60]; [@B78]; [@B43]). The bootstrap test is statistically significant (at 0.05) if both confident limits have the same sign (e.g., both positive and both negative). This indicates that zero is not a likely value, and therefore, that the null hypothesis of a null indirect effect has to be rejected.

Results {#S3}
=======

Differences Between Groups {#S3.SS1}
--------------------------

At first, we measured the difference in math anxiety between the students in the HMA and LMA group that turned out in being highly statistically significant \[*t*(86) = -21.85, *p* \< 0.001\]. We then measured performance difference between HMA and LMA groups in the psychophysical tasks (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for descriptive statistics). Numerosity and size discrimination thresholds (WF) were measured separately for each participant. Attentional performance in the MOT task was computed as a percentage of correct responses separately for the three experimental conditions (tracking of 2, 3 or 4 dots) however, given all these conditions turned out to be highly correlated to each other (Mot 2 and Mot 3 *r* = 0.351, *p* \< 0.001; Mot 2 and Mot 4 *r* = 0.305, *p* = 0.004; Mot 3 and Mot 4 *r* = 0.61, *p* \< 0.0001), we computed a single index to estimate the performance in the attentional task by averaging the scores across conditions. Individuals in the low and high math-anxiety groups, showed similar performance across all tasks \[*F*(1, 86) = 0.036, *p* = 0.85\]; the interaction was also not significant \[*F*(2, 172) = 1.539, *p* = 0.218\]. *Post hoc t*-test confirmed the differences between groups were not significant in both, numerosity and size discrimination tasks \[Numerosity Wf: *t*(86) = −0.444, *p* = 0.658; Size Wf: *t*(86) = 1.607, *p* = 0.112, [Figures 2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Similarly, performance in the attentional task did not turn out to be statistically significant between the two groups considering neither the aggregate index ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), nor each experimental condition (defined by the number of objects to track) independently \[Mot 2: *t*(86) = -0.24, *p* = 0.8; Mot 3: *t*(86) = -1.95, *p* = 0.05; Mot 4: *t*(86) = 0.28, *p* = 0.78\]. Finally, not only the LMA group had statistically higher math proficiency but also lower test anxiety scores compared to the HMA group \[*t*(85) = 2.923, *p* = 0.004; *t*(85) = -8.75, *p* \< 0.001 for math performance and test anxiety score respectively\].

###### 

Descriptive statistics for LMA and HMA groups.

                      LMA     HMA                         
  ------------------- ------- ------ ---- ------- ------- ----
  ANS Wf (%)          23.57   8.69   39   24.41   9.02    49
  Size Wf (%)         12.15   8.26   39   9.96    4.27    49
  Attentional Index   0.69    0.11   39   0.71    0.1     49
  Math performance    23.63   3.51   38   21.33   3.75    49
  Math anxiety        16.36   2.57   39   30.08   3.18    49
  Test anxiety        34.34   9.42   38   55.20   12.12   49

![Performance in the three different psychophysical tasks. **(A)** Average numerosity discrimination thresholds (Weber fraction) for subjects with high (HMA) and low (LMA) levels of math anxiety. **(B)** Average object-size discrimination thresholds (Weber fraction) for subjects with high (HMA) and low (LMA) levels of math anxiety. **(C)** Average proportion of correct response in the Multiple Object Tracking task, for subjects with high (HMA) and low (LMA) levels of math anxiety.](fpsyg-11-01095-g002){#F2}

Correlations Between Variables {#S3.SS2}
------------------------------

After showing that the two math-anxiety groups did not differ in their precision to discriminate stimuli numerosity or size and were also comparable in terms of attentional performance, we investigated the relationships between perceptual and non-perceptual measures within the two groups (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for full correlation values).

###### 

Pearson correlations between all measured variables in the HMA sub-group (above diagonal) and LMA sub-group (below diagonal).

  **Measure**             **1**     **2**          **3**          **4**     **5**              **6**
  ----------------------- --------- -------------- -------------- --------- ------------------ ---------
  1\. Math performance    --        **−0.290\***   --0.186        --0.014   **−0.479\*\*\***   --0.009
  2\. ANS acuity          --0.205   --             --0.062        --0.082   **0.481\*\*\***    0.073
  3\. Size acuity         --0.139   --0.023        --             0.128     --0.065            --0.156
  4\. Attentional index   0.242     **−0.330\***   **−0.297\***   --        **−0.255\***       --0.212
  5\. Math anxiety        --0.261   0.073          0.140          --0.256   --                 0.104
  6\. Test anxiety        0.087     --0.008        --0.108        0.047     0.072              --

\*

p

\< 0.05, \*\*\*

p

\< 0.001. Bold numbers indicate significant correlations.

For clarity, we will describe the data separately for the two math-anxiety groups.

Within the HMA group, results demonstrated a significant correlation between MA level and math abilities, with individuals with higher levels of MA having lower math scores (*r* = − 0.479, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, participants with worse numerosity thresholds (higher Wf) also showed higher levels of MA (*r* = 0.48, *p* \< 0.001; [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and lower math scores (*r* = −0.29, *p* \< 0.02; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, object size discrimination thresholds were not related to math anxiety level (*r* = −0.065, *p* = 0.33, see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) nor to math scores (*r* = −0.19, *p* = 0.1, see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Within the HMA group, participants with better performance in the Multiple Object Tracking task (MOT) also had lower math anxiety levels (*r* = −0.255, *p* = 0.04, see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). All the remaining correlations with the MOT task were not statistically significant (*p* \> 0.05). Finally, test anxiety did not significantly correlate with any of the aforesaid variables (*p* \> 0.05, see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). To further assess the specificity of the link between ANS, MA and math scores, we ran a series of partial correlations taking into account, as covariates, size acuity (WF) and attentional performance (attentional index). These analyses were only run within the HMA group, where bivariate correlations turned out to be statistically significant coefficients. Results of partial correlations revealed that the link between ANS acuity and math anxiety, as well as with math performance, remained statistically significant even when simultaneously controlling for the effects of size acuity, attentional performance and test anxiety \[(*r*~(partial)~ = 0.478, *p* \< 0.001, *r*~(partial)~ = − 0.3, *p* = 0.019 for math anxiety and math performance respectively\].

![Correlations between math anxiety and math in participants with LMA (orange) and those with HMA (blue).](fpsyg-11-01095-g003){#F3}

![**(A)** Correlations between Numerosity discrimination thresholds and math anxiety or **(B)** math scores for the low math anxiety participants (in orange) and high math anxiety participants (in blue).](fpsyg-11-01095-g004){#F4}

Within the LMA group, the pattern of correlations changed significantly. Despite math anxiety and math abilities being (marginally) negatively correlated (*r* = − 0.26, *p* = 0.05; [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) within this group, numerosity discrimination thresholds were not related to math-anxiety levels (*r* = 0.07, *p* = 0.33; [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) nor to math scores (*r* = − 0.20, *p* = 0.1; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

In order to check whether the lack of correlations between numerosity thresholds and MA, and math scores in the group with LMA was due to a difference between subject variance for WF between High and Low anxious individuals, we analyzed and compared variance of numerosity thresholds in the LMA and HMA groups by means of a bootstrap technique ([@B1]). On each of 10,000 iterations (sample-with-replacement), we computed Wf average standard deviation in the LMA and HMA groups separately. We then statistically computed the difference between HMA and LMA by counting the number of times that, in each of the 10,000 iterations, the difference between the average in the HMA sample was higher than the average in the LMA sample (one-tailed *p*-value). The *p*-value was 0.56, suggesting that the lack of correlations described above did not depend on a different level of variance in the data of the two (LMA and HMA) groups. With the same procedure we also excluded a difference in the degree of variability in the MA scores between the two groups (*p* = 0.1).

Mediation Analysis {#S3.SS3}
------------------

Given the robust link between numerosity perception (ANS) and math abilities in the group with HMA (see right panel in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we explored the nature of this link by measuring the mediating role of MA. For this purpose, we ran a mediation model to derive the total, direct, and indirect effects of ANS on math achievement through MA. As shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, results indicate a significant total effect of ANS on math achievement while the direct effect, their relationship not mediated by MA, was found to be not significant. In contrast, a significant negative indirect effect of ANS on math achievement was found when MA was considered as a mediator. Indeed, the bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI for the product of these paths (ab) did not include zero (point estimate = -0.08, 95% CI = \[-0.1459, -0.0109\]), indicating an indirect effect ([@B79]).

![Path coefficients for mediation analysis on achievement; a, b, c, and c′ are unstandardized ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficients. \**p* \< 0.05; \*\**p* \< 0.01.](fpsyg-11-01095-g005){#F5}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

In the current study, we found that numerosity and object size discrimination thresholds, as well as the ability to attentively track objects in space (MOT), did not differ, on average, between university students with high and low levels of math anxiety. Interestingly, within the high math-anxiety group, numerosity (but not object size) thresholds correlated with both math abilities scores and math- anxiety levels. Crucially, the link between numerosity and math was fully mediated by math-anxiety levels. Overall, our data replicates previous studies on the link between math abilities and numerosity perception but also provided innovative information on the key role that math anxiety plays in such a relationship. Moreover, the fact that math anxiety was found not to be related to size discrimination thresholds, nor to the ability to attentively track objects in space (MOT), strongly suggests that the link between numerosity perception and math-anxiety is not generic but reflects a specific relationship within the numerosity-domain.

Several previous studies have shown that individuals with HMA performed worse on several numerical and mathematical tasks, compared with their low math anxious peers ([@B10]; [@B63]). Individuals with lower levels of mathematical skills and high levels of math anxiety show the tendency to avoid situations and careers that require mathematical abilities ([@B46]; [@B9]). Given the significant impact of MA on an individual's quality of life, it is important to better understand its nature. Moreover, to devise successful supporting strategies to reduce the level of anxiety related to math procedures, it might be important to find a predictor or a correlated dimension to MA which could be assessed even before the beginning of school. Some studies suggest that such a dimension might be ANS acuity.

In the current study, we tackled this issue by investigating whether the performance in several perceptual tasks concerning parietal driven magnitude processing (discrimination of stimuli numerosity or size) were related to MA as well as math proficiency. We found that MA is an intermediary factor in the link between math abilities and numerosity perception (ANS acuity) in individuals with HMA. The ANS is considered to have evolutionary roots and it appears very early during development ([@B86]; [@B28]). [@B64] suggested that a deficit of basic and core numerical knowledge, such as numerical information, could produce MA ([@B63]). By taking into account individuals located in the tails of the MA distribution, a procedure exploited by several previous studies ([@B64]; [@B63]; [@B89]; [@B68]; [@B24]), and by considering as a measure of ANS acuity the Weber Fractions (Wf; [@B74], [@B73]; [@B41]; [@B65]), we found that a significant correlation between ANS precision and MA only exists in HMA groups. Our data shows that individuals with very high levels of MA also have a noisy approximate number sense. Notably, the lack of correlation in the LMA group between these two variables was not due to a difference in variability between the two samples. These results are not just important *per sè*, but also because they are likely to resolve the controversy in the literature about a possible link between MA and ANS precision. For example, Lindskog and Poom (2017) reported that individuals with high levels of MA also show lower ANS precision compared to low mathematics-anxious individuals. However, other studies reported that MA and ANS acuity did not significantly covary in adults ([@B16]; [@B30]) or in children ([@B92]; [@B42]). One possibility is that MA and ANS acuity covaried differently according to the MA level. For example, in the present study a significant correlation between these two dimensions was found just within the group of participants with HMA. On the contrary, by considering all participants as a whole, MA and ANS acuity shows a weaker correlation that turned out to be marginally significant. In other words, ANS precision and MA strongly correlated in the group of HMA individuals but much less in the group of LMA. If so, the statistical significance of the correlation amongst these dimensions, when the two groups are not independently taken into account, depends on the amount of HMA participants and the severity of their anxious levels, variables which robustly differed in the studies reporting conflicting results in the literature.

Our data highlighted another important point: individuals situated in the lower tail of the HMA group performed better in the numerosity task than the individuals situated in the upper tail of the LMA group. This result supports the idea that an "optimum" level of MA might exist which, if exceeded, becomes deleterious not only for math performance ([@B33]), but also for discrimination of abstract numerosity. Furthermore, our findings provide supporting evidence to the theory that individuals with a noisy ANS may be more likely to have significant levels of MA. Poor ANS could increase the probability of going through an initial failure and negative learning experience during math education in childhood ([@B54]). One possible explanation of our data is that math abilities and ANS (Weber fraction) are separate (partially independent) predictors of MA, suggesting a bidirectional relationship between MA and math performance, in which a poor ANS induces a low performance in math related tasks and this, in turn, induces MA. This increase in MA might, subsequently, negatively impact math performance, establishing a vicious cycle that dramatically affect an individual's performance and quality of life.

Math anxiety is strongly correlated with math abilities in individuals with HMA. In line with previous studies, we found that higher levels of MA are linked to lower performance in school or college tests ([@B46]; [@B57]). MA is at least partly related to fear of failure, so that repeated experiences of failure in mathematics, involving low scores in formal assessments or personal experience of confusion and bewilderment in mathematical activities, may lead to anxiety. Our results are also in line with other studies showing that adults with higher precision in discriminating non-symbolic quantities show higher abilities in math performance ([@B53]; [@B34]; [@B54]; [@B84]; [@B16]). However, it should be mentioned that, despite many studies which found statistically significant correlations between math abilities and numerosity perception, the literature on this topic is still controversial as other studies report insignificant correlations ([@B50]; [@B49]) and the direction of the causal link between ANS and mathematical skills remains highly unclear. While some research suggests that the ANS is a precursor of later mathematical abilities ([@B38]; [@B72]; [@B7]; [@B70]) other research failed to find a correlation between ANS precision and mathematical achievements ([@B50]; [@B49]; [@B35]; [@B2]). Even if the reasons subtending these discrepancies are still unclear, recent works suggested the important role of the different tests used to assess formal math abilities ([@B73]; [@B55]; [@B7]; [@B16]), the numerical ranges used to assess numerosity perception ([@B5]; [@B1]) as well as the age of the participants ([@B49]; [@B2]). For example, [@B16] recently found that students' ANS acuity did not correlate with their ability to perform mathematical computations in written format, but the correlation occurred with their ability to perform speeded mental arithmetic and quantitative reasoning problems. Similarly, [@B7] found that numerosity thresholds in neurotypical primary school children were related to math tasks requiring the encoding of digit magnitude (e.g., choose the largest among others) but not with those more related to memory (e.g., tables) or transcoding (e.g., number writing or repetition), replicating evidence on dyscalculic children ([@B73]). Other recent works suggested that the link between numerosity perception and math is present only for the perception of intermediate numerosity levels and not for very low ([@B1]) or very high ([@B5]) numerous ensembles. The current study makes the general picture even more complicated as we found a significant correlation between math and ANS only among adults with relatively high level of math anxiety. The mathematical test used in the current study, which was developed by [@B37], includes 30 multiple-choice questions covering many aspects of arithmetic knowledge, such as probabilistic reasoning, use of fractions, percentages, ratios, calculation, sorting and others. The test, as a whole, is capable of differentiating subjects with low and high MA and also correlates with numerosity thresholds, at least in the high anxiety group. Future studies on larger and more heterogeneous populations than that involved here, could analyze if and which of these 30 items are more specifically related to both anxiety and numerosity perception.

In addition to the controversial literature on the link between numerosity perception and math abilities, an influential recent theory challenged the idea that numerosity can be encoded by a specialized numerical system. This theory suggests that numerosity and other continuous quantities, such as objects sizes, are perceived by a generalized magnitude system ([@B47]; [@B52]). In the present study we didn't find a significant correlation between size and numerosity threshold (Weber fractions). Moreover, whilst numerosity WFs were found to be significantly correlated with math scores, the correlation between math performance and size discrimination thresholds turned out in being not significant. These results clearly contradict the generalized magnitude theory and agree with studies suggesting separate mechanisms for the perception of objects' numerosity and size. Among these, a recent study found similar results, with no correlations between numerosity and size thresholds as well as between numerosity and size sensory adaptation magnitudes, in both children and adults ([@B4]). Regarding the selective link between numerosity and math abilities, [@B75] showed that the exposure of non-schooled indigenous peoples to mathematical knowledge improves the sensitivity to numerosity but not to the size of objects. Similarly, [@B4] found that discrimination thresholds for numerosity, but not for objects size, is compromised in dyscalculia. Overall, despite being still under debate, our results favor the idea of a specialized numerosity system, specifically linked to math abilities and math anxiety.

We didn't observe an impairment in the performance of the visual sustained attention task in subjects with HMA, suggesting that they don't suffer from a general attentional problem despite previous studies in the literature reporting that sustained attention correlates with non-symbolic numerical perception and mathematical skills ([@B88]; [@B7]). Taken together, these results suggest that the link between non-symbolic numerical processing and MA is genuine and does not arise from a generic deficit in the processing of magnitude information or a generic attentional deficit. Even though our approach did not allow us to infer causal connections between the variables we investigated, and the present results cannot be generalized due to the specific sample we chose (students from the Psychology school with un unbalance sampling between male (34%) and female (76%) students), our findings might have important implications in the study of the relationship between ANS and mathematical skills in children with and without mathematical difficulties (e.g., dyscalculia), where MA is meant to play a key role. Indeed, the present results make clear that, in addressing deficits in mathematical performance, low-level aspects such as the ANS acuity as well as high-level aspects as MA have both to be considered. Future research may test the role of MA in the relationship between ANS and mathematical skills in a population of school-age children with a typical development as well as in age-matched subjects affected by dyscalculia, information which would provide a more detailed description of the interplay between MA, ANS and math proficiency.
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